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2020 LOTTERY
MARCH 21, 2020 @ 6:00 PM MST

HAYLS BREW

**YOU CAN STILL ENTER THE DRAW EVEN IF YOU CAN’T BE THERE**

Phone or text info to Linda Schultz at 250-689-0568, Phone or text info to Kevin Sept at 780-918-0375 or
Email info@cnalpaca.com and we can fill out a lottery ticket for you

SEX: MAIDEN FEMALE

BIRTHDATE: JUNE 16, 2018

BREED: HUACAYA

COLOUR: FAWN

CLAA: 48727

AOA: 35399254

SIRE: OLIOPUS BREW

DAM: HALLE ALYST

HISTOGRAM: AFD-16.7 SD-2.8 CV-16.6 %>30-0.4%

HAYLS BREW is a strikingly strong, elegant female with beautiful bone structure and fabulous fiber quality
which is exhibited by her fine bright fleece, abundant coverage and density. HAYLS greatness is a
testament to her fully loaded genetic history. She is created from many of the great alpacas that have
accelerated our alpaca industry to what it is today. HAYLS genetics are backed with the superb
Snowmass line, outstanding NGG Lional, Captian Nemo and Sweet William, just to name a few. Hayls is
guaranteed add amazing genetics and quality to your breeding program.

HAYLS's sire, Oliopus Brew is the perfect genetic combination from two great alpacas. His Sire,
Snowmass Conopa, speaks for himself with his offspring's continual performance in the showring.
Conopa's consistency produces outstanding alpacas with incredible fineness, density and character.
Oliopus's Dam, Olia Brew is one of the pillars of the Brewster Alpacas breeding program. As a daughter of
the great Preuvian sire Captain Nemo and granddaughter of NGG Lional on her dam`s side, she has
proven to pass on their outstanding confirmation and fibre qualities to produce exceptional crias year after
year. Oliopus carries forward the genetic legacy from both sides: solid conformation, coverage, luster, and
density.
HAYLS dam, Halle Alyst is the daughter of Snowmass Matrix Reloaded. Reloaded streams from a solid
line of Snowmass. Halle continues the Snowmass legacy with stunningly strong confirmation, and the
ultimate density. You can see the genetics as Halle has rubber stamped her daughter ensuring the
Snowmass prominence lives on with density and uniform coverage.
HAYLS's density and fleece architecture would make her ancestors proud! She brings the force of her
past to the future of her progeny.
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